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been used on him. 
DCM Laughton then said something Like "What are you doing?". I believe at this point DCO 
Charlie Francis also arrived in the room and possibly a nurse named Jo Buss. I am unsure of exactly 
when Jo Buss turned up however. ljjf5-~E!then stood up and went into a rage, making demands. I do 
not recall what the demands were, but he was in a rage and was visibly upset and angry 
Then he sat back down and placed a phone battery into his mouth, attempting to swallow it. I then 
sat on the bed opposite him. I cannot recall the exact timings but at some point whilst he had the 
battery in his mouth, he spat towards me due to him choking on the battery. He did not spit out the 
battery however. I am sure that Steve Laughton and Clayton Fraser were still present along with Jo 
Buss. It was at this point that Detainee Custody Manager Nathan Ring arrived and was stood either 
just outside or inside the room. I left the room at the same time Steve Laughton left. DCM Laughton 
was going to complete a Use of Force Report due to w~~t_h~.9:.J?reviously occurred with [g)_~_~f.J. 
Nathan Ring made several derogatory comments towards! 01527 ! upon his arrival. This was normal 
behaviour for Nathan. I am unsur~.-~! . .:Y~~t point the batt~i;y·was"iemoved fromf.I:?.I~?-?.J's mouth. A 
short while later I was aware that l_l?._1_§_?.?J s cell door was shut and locked. I assumed that everyone 
had left him, and that the battery was removed from his mouth to ensure he did not try to swallow it 
again. 
I returned to Neeha, who was still at the far end of the wing with the eastern European detainee, to 
take over the ACDT log again. 
Within a few minutes I was aware again of noise coming from the cell where [f:fj_.~?-!.J was. I again 
handed over the ACDT log, and thus the constant supervision, to Neeha so I could assist. Neeha 
agreed to continue with the constant supervision before I handed it over to her. As I walked towards 
his room I was joined by another DCO named Yan. I had known Yan for about 9 months but only 
as a colleague at Brook House. We arrived at the cell at the same time. Already in ["[)1.527f s room 
was Nathan Ring and Jo Buss. Within a very sholi period of time another nurse may-"have-'arrived. 
Charlie Francis was also there I believe. 
Clayton Fraser was present throughout and was quickly joined by other staff. I asked Joe Buss what 

[~~I$?IJ's problem was and she replied saying "He is an Arse basically". When I asked Yan the 
same question, he replied saying something like "Acting like a 3 year old." Nathan Ring saidro·15;7) 
i·~-~~;;·iwould "Start Bouncing around like a Duracell Bunny". '-·-·-·-·· 
'"rc"c)i'.ild not actually sed-01.527.]at this point as he was lying back in the same position as before, by 
the toilet. I could see ~Iiiiii.in.the mirror but couldn't actually see if he was self-harming. DCM 
Nathan Ring and nurse Jo Buss entered the cell. I followed them in soon afterwards. Clayton was 
also pres_~IJJ_in __ th~ cell. Yan Pascali and Charlie Francis appeared to have left. Nathan soon left me 
to watch ___ '?_~~~-~--.! Joe Buss also left with Nathen. Clayton stayed in the cell with me. Then I could 
heaif Q}~~~f ]choking, heaving, and gasping for breath. His own hands were around his throat and 
he was trying to choke himself. I asked him to stop and stalied to try and pull his hands away. When 
I pulled his hands away from his throat he stopped gasping for breath. I then pulled him into the 
middle of the cell and repeatedly said something like "What you doing? Stop It!" I called for help 
by shouting something like "Someone get staff, give me a hand". I was aware that ___ G1~.yt_°-n was 
behind me, but he wasn't doing anything. Charlie Francis then arrived. I took hold ofl.~.~.?..~.?J's left 
arm and Charlie took control of his right arm to stop him from choking himself. Clayton took hold 
of his legs for some reason, but he should have taken control of his head. At this stage he wasn't 
resisting just in a state of distress. Yan then entered the room and knelt with [~I5-2-7-Ts head between 
his knees. Yan was leaning down towards his chest with his hands around his throat and his thumbs 
on the front.of.his._n~_G.k_i:JIQ1l11dJh.¥._.f\dams Apple area. Yan's fingers were down the side and around 
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